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SIX VOWELS, TWO OF THE OTHER
 
DELPHI KNOXJAQZONVILLE 
Words and names exhibiting high concentrations of vowels have 
always held a particular fascination for us. We were delighted to 
see in the August 1968 Word Ways an article in which Dmitri Borg­
mann presented a list of seven-letter words having five, six and 
seven vowels in most of the positional combinations possible. The 
length of seven letters was undoubtedly chosen because a similar 
list of six-letter words would have been too easy to compile while 
a similar list of eight-letter words would have been very much more 
difficult to compile. Seven letter s then was chosen as a nice happy 
medium - - not too difficult, not too easy. 
During the course of our subsequent logological meanderings we 
kept corning upon eight-letter words which had six vowels - - though, 
we must admit, hardly any with seven vowels. We began to wonder 
ju st how difficult it would be to compile a list of eight-letter words 
having six vowels I corre sponding to a portion of Dmitri Borgmann I s 
seven-letter li st. Since the difficulty could only be ac curately gauged 
by undertaking the task· that is what we decided to do. We concentra­
ted our search mainly in the Second and Third Editions of the unabridged 
Webster dictionaries. However, we didn I t he sitate to turn to other 
authoritative reference works when the Websters were of no help. 
Our 1i st of eight-letter words with six vowels in mo st of the com­
binations of the po sitions within the word i s given below. One point 
that the reader is asked especially to note is this: throughout, we 
have treated the letter Y as a vowel, even when it quite clearly is 
functioning as a consonant. If the reader accepts this imperfection, 
we thank him for his tolerance. If he does not, we urge the reader 
to replace the errant words in our list with superior ones. 
1-3 CADIUEIO 2-5 ABOIDEAU 3-7 AEDOEAGI 
1-4 SAURAULA 2- 6 ELIOENAI 3-8 OUTOUAIS 
1-5 QUAEQUAE 2-7ITAUEIRA 4-5 AIANTEIA 
1 - 6 MAIOIDEA 2-8INAUAYAN 4-6 AEOLIDAE 
1-7 MAIAUATA 3-4 AISSAOUA 4-7 OUAQUAGA 
1-8 LLAOYUAN 3- 5 EULOGIAE 4-8 OUABAIOS 
2-4 EPOPOEIA 3- 6 AEQUOREA 5-6 IOUERNLA 
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5-7 YAUAPERY 6-7 YAYOUDLE 6-8 lYEYASUS
 
5- 8 EUAEMlAS
 
The words in this list taken from sources other than the two Webste.~ 
dietionarie s are: OUAQUAGA (a town in Broome County, New York) , 
MAlAUATA (a town in Brazil) , LIAOYUAN (a town in China) , lTAU­
ElRA (a river in Brazil) I lNAUA YAN (a town in the Philippines) , 
and YA YOU DLE (a town in Australia). The se six were lifted from 
the page s of the Time s lndex- Gazetteer of the World. Other non­
Websterian words are: lOUERNIA (a name of Ireland) and EUAE­
MIAS (plural form of euaemia, a healthy blood condition) , both 
from Funk. and Wagnall ' s New Standard Dictionary of the Engli sh 
Language (New York, 1946) and OUTOUAIS (a spelling of OttawasI I 
Indians) used by Francis Parkman in his book Pioneer s of France 
in the New World (20th edition, Boston, 1883). The word IYEYASUS 
on our list is the plural form of the proper name Iyeya su. Iyeyasu 
was a Japanese general and statesman. lYEYASUS are persons such 
as this Japanese gentleman. 
Can the reader fill in the gaps at 1-2, 2-3 or 7-8 -- or replace 
any faulty wor ds with better one s - - or even, in the case of OUT­
OUIAS, supply us with a more up- to -date example? 
Many of the words on our list can be replaced by other, equally 
valid, words. Some of the se other words are: PIOUPIOU, KALAAKEA, 
lTATIAIA, ABOITEAU, lTEACEAE, AMOEBAEA, OLEACEAE, 
APLACEAE, IXIACEAE I AMIOIDEI, AOTEA ROA, EUTAENLA and 
AIGUIERE. 
Just as we were inspired to create the eight-letter list after 
reading Borgmann l s original article, we hope that in turn this arti­
cle will inspire someone, somewhere to create the corresponding 
list of nine-letter words each with seven vowels. To start that 
someone off, we casually toss in a few such words: 
A!GIA LElA - - the wife of Diome de s 
AIZOACEAE - - a genus of herbs 
EURYALEAE - - certain kinds of starfish 
EPIElKEIA - - an inte rpretation of a law of the Roman Catholic 
church 
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